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FEATURESFEATURES
INTRODUCTION TO THE SEASON

December is upon us and as well as the excitement of Christmas and prospect of holidays spent with loved ones. It is also the
middle of the curling season for most people, so I hope it is going well for you.

#CurlFest took place in October and saw hundreds of new people coming into the sport for the first time and following its success, we plan to do a
similar festival next year. We have a very exciting few months ahead of us, with this being the Winter Olympic & Paralympic season the spotlight will be
on our great sport. We have some world class action taking place in Scotland which you could get involved; the Scottish Curling Championships is in
Perth 10-17 February, the Worlds’ Playoff is in Stirling 3-4 March and World Junior Curling Championships in Aberdeen 3-10 March. Tickets for all of these
events are being promoted through our website and sold on Eventbrite.
You might want to take time to visit friends and neighbours in the build up to this festive season, also please take a friend or two to visit your curling
rink and show them how to get into curling. If every member introduced one friend to the sport it would secure the future prosperity of the sport and
the facilities that we all rely on, so please play your part. I hope to see you on the ice or watching the game in the months ahead.

BRUCE CRAWFORD, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

SCOTLAND’S TEAM’S EXCEL
IN THE EUROPEAN CHAMPSIONSHIPS
Scotland came away with two medals at the Le Gruyere European Curling
Championships as both finals saw Scottish teams taken on their Swedish
counterparts. These match ups may have been identical on paper but the
path to the final and what they might mean for the Olympics and beyond
tells a whole different story.

Eve Muirhead, Anna Sloan, Vicki Adams and Lauren Gray arrived in Switzerland amongst
the pre-tournament favourites. An initial loss to Sweden didn’t derail their campaign and
they gathered momentum throughout the round robin stage before confronting the hosts
in the semi-final. A tense game saw Scotland come through and reach the final. This was
a repeat of their first game of the week and saw them face off against a familiar foe in the
form of Anna Hasselborg. The Scots adapted quicker to slightly different ice conditions and
always looked in control. They smothered their opponent’s offense, forcing them to score
single points in the first half. Although in control, a score of two proved harder to come by.
The team’s patience was rewarded at the start of the second half and they took a 3-2 lead.
Trading ones meant that Sweden were forced to chase the game in the 9th end. A superb
double takeout by Eve Muirhead extinguished any hope of a multiple score for Sweden and
when the final draw was too heavy, Scotland stole another point. An excellently played final
end left Anna Hasselborg with an almost impossible shot for two points to level the game,
this was missed and Team Muirhead clinched their second European title.
You could be forgiven for thinking this is business as usual for Team Muirhead and that
the novelty is starting to wear off. This European final marked the team’s fifth in seven
years and Eve Muirhead and Anna Sloan’s 8th consecutive European medal. In her post
match comments, Eve Muirhead was adament this wasn’t the case. “That was my eighth
consecutive European medal, but only one before was gold. That’s me got two and it feels
extra-special with everyone talking about the Olympics now.” The upgraded medal colour
was certainly sweet but play-off wins over teams set for Pyeongchang could be vital as
all eyes turn to the Olympics. Muirhead and company will be looking for one more medal
upgrade in February as they seek to turn Sochi bronze into Pyeongchang gold.
By contrast, Scotland’s men were featuring at their second European championships.
They started the round robin stage well, but faltered slightly with defeats to Germany and
Sweden. Coming through a must win game against the Netherlands (a team they had lost
to at their last European outing) buoyed the team for an excellent semi final performance.
Facing the Swiss Olympic team, skipped by Peter de Cruz, they got off to a flyer stealing
three points and held their nerve to make an excellent score of 2 to seal the victory and a
trip to the final. After the dust had settled on the women’s final, Team Smith (Kyle Smith,
Thomas Muirhead, Kyle Waddell and Cammy Smith) attempted to replicate the women’s
achievements. A sluggish start saw the team slip 3-0 behind and against a team as strong
as that skipped by Niklas Edin of Sweden, this is a mountain to climb. Slowly but surely
however, the comeback began. A solid two in the 4th end was followed by a steal in the 5th
that was set up by an exquisitely thin double takeout by Thomas Muirhead. The second half
was a back and forth tussle that saw the Scottish men needing to score 2 points to take the
title. A frustrating end was punished by the Swedes who left Kyle Smith needing to draw
the four foot to take the game to an extra. His attempt was heavy and saw Sweden score 4
resulting in a cruel final score of 10-5 that did not tell the nature of the contest.
Article continued on next page...
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SCOTLAND’S TEAM’S EXCEL
IN THE EUROPEAN CHAMPSIONSHIPS (CONTINUED)
The final end appeared to be a bitter pill to swallow for the whole
team, with Smith admitting post-match that “It’ll take a while to be
pleased with a silver medal.” However, in the context of their season this
could prove to be a kick-start. A stuttering season on the world curling
tour has seen them win fewer games than they’ve lost and this medal
could provide impetuous on their path to Pyeongchang. With wins over
Olympic rivals in the form of Team de Cruz and Team Ulsrud, Team Smith
will take with them the belief that they can take on the world’s best as
they look forward to Korea for their Olympic showdown in February.
PHOTOGRAPHS: WCF

CURLER HEADS TO WINTER TRANSPLANT GAMES

Curler Linda Owen is sharing her story, as she trains ahead of the Winter Transplant Games, held in Switzerland, from the 7th –
12th January. Her journey is truly inspirational, and she took time to explain a little of the background:

“

Three years ago when 34 weeks pregnant with twins I was
diagnosed with advanced heart failure caused by dilated
cardiomyopathy (an enlarged heart). A day after diagnosis our
children were born and my heart was supported by a machine to
keep it pumping.
There was a possibility that after giving birth that my heart
may reduce in size, however this was not the case and I was listed
for a heart transplant. I was very lucky that a donor was found
within a couple of weeks and I was able to go home two weeks
after having my heart transplant. When in hospital I was made
aware of the Transplant Games and decided that since curling
was an option that I would try to compete.
This is because I started curling when I was 12, when I went to a try
curling session at Forfar Young Curlers and have continued to curl at
University in Aberdeen, with both Musselburgh and East Linton and then with
Crocketford in Dumfries. I was on the organising committee
for the World Senior Championships and World Mixed Doubles Championships
when they were held in Dumfries in 2014 and I am involved in the Competition and Selection
Committee at Lockerbie Ice rink. With my present family commitments, I now curl with Waterbeck Curling Club.
This is the first winter games since I have been transplanted so off we head to Switzerland in January!

“

To be selected for the games, athletes have to be recipients of organ donation including bone marrow which require or have required the use of
immunosuppressive drug therapies. Competitors must have been transplanted for at least 1 year, with stable graft function, be medically fit and have
trained at the events in which they have entered. Before competing, each competitor must have completed a medical certificate signed by his/her
own transplant specialist, giving details of blood count, graft function, blood pressure, medications and any complications of chronic organ failure or
immunosuppressive therapy.
The games are organised by the World Transplant Games Federation who organise both World summer and winter games. In the UK, selection is via the
charity Transplant Sport which has the aim or raising awareness of organ donation and physical activity in people who have been transplanted.
The whole team comprises of Dino Maurodias, Mark Brown and Sue Swinson: all of whom have competed at Transplant Games before.
We’ll be following Linda and the team’s journey with interest – best of luck, Team!

REPORT: LINDA OWEN

DO YOU WANT TO BE PART OF THE NEXT YOUR CURLER?
Complete our online form by...

DECEMBER 15

TH

2017

Visit the RCCC website or click >>
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North West Castle
- Stranraer Ice Rink 2017-18 CURLING WEEKENDS
from

ONLY £150

per person

FULL BOARD

Rate includes 2 Nights DBB, 2 Buffet Lunches
and a minimum of 3 games of curling!
Famous Grouse
Berkmann Wine
Courvoisier FULL
Prize Weekend
Black Bottle
Grants
Glenfiddich FULL
Beefeater LIMITED SPACE
Tennent Caledonian
Teachers LIMITED SPACE

13 - 15 October 2017
27 - 29 October 2017
3 - 5 November 2017
5-7 January 2018
12 - 14 January 2018
26 - 28 January 2018
2 - 4 February 2018
9 - 11 February 2018
23 - 25 February 2018
2 - 4 March 2018

To Book, please contact:
t: 01776 704 413 | e: hotel@northwestcastle.co.uk
Rate based on 2 people sharing a classic room
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YOUNG WHEELCHAIR USERS TAKE TO THE ICE FOR
THE FIRST TIME
The recent 2017 Central Parasport festival was a great success, seeing children with physical and sensory impairments taking
part at the event held at The Peak, Stirling. Pupils from P1 – S6 in mainstream schools travelled from across Central Scotland to
take part in a variety of sports, delivered by local sports clubs, national coaches and GB athletes. Curling was offered for the first
time and proved to be incredibly popular.
Cheryl Willet (Scottish Disability Sport Regional Development Manager for Central Scotland) said:

“

“

The event was a great success and a worthwhile experience
for not only many pupils engaging in sports they may never
have tried before, but also their parents and teachers alike. The
message is certainly getting out there that the pathway from
participation to performance for athletes with a disability is in
place within Central, from a local level to an international level.
Most of all, it has been great to see so many pupils with a physical
and sensory disability in mainstream schools engage in the
sports, have fun, and potentially move up the pathway.

Hammy McMillan and the coaches and volunteers from Stirling Wheelchair
Curling Club delivered a really fun and engaging curling session to nearly 20
young wheelchair users and a couple of young people who use walking frames
or supports. Coaches were praised by staff for their welcoming attitude and
enabling everyone to have a go, and a real buzz was generated. Youngsters
were able to curl alongside Paralympic medal winners Angie Malone and
Robert McPherson who joined them, whilst taking a break from their training
at the NCA. Paralympic coach Sheila Swan was also on hand to look out for any
future stars! Two young people have already signed up to come to inclusive
curling sessions to be held at the Peak. We hope that in the future Scottish
Disability Sport will include curling at other Parasport events around the
country.
REPORT: HELEN KALLOW
PHOTO: AILIDH HOOD

DO YOU WANT
TO BE PART OF
THE NEXT
YOUR CURLER?
Complete our online
form by...

DECEMBER 15TH 2017
Visit the RCCC website
or click >>
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CLUBS & RINKSCLUBS & RINKS
ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL UGIE CURLING CLUB
ANNUAL BONSPIEL
Ugie Curling Club hosted its annual Bonspiel on the
11th November at Curl Aberdeen. The Bonspiel is the
main fundraising event to support Ugie’s growing
number of junior curlers.

This year a donation will also be made to the Royal British Legion.
As a mark of respect all curlers observed a two minute silence at
11am.
With an age range of 14 to 91 the day was enjoyed by Ugie
Curling Club members and members from the neighbouring rinks,
Fochabers Curling Club, Forres Curling Club, Meldrum and Daviot
Curling Club, Laurencekirk Curling Club, Granite City Rocks, Team
Leudi, The Sconers and The Blend.
As always the event was a great success and Meldrum and
Daviot Curling Club were worthy winners of the Bonspiel, with
The Sconers as runners up. The event was sponsored by anCnoc
(Highland Single Malt Scotch Whisky), in conjunction with Beds
Direct &Taylor’s Furniture House, Mintlaw. A huge thank you to our
sponsors and to all the curlers that supported our bonspiel.
Photos are of the Ugie Curling Club Committee, Sponsors and the
winners of Meldrum and Daviot Curling Club.

REPORT AND PHOTO: KAREN WARES

COFFEE, CAKE AND CURLING
Greenacres Ladies Branch held a highly successful Macmillan
Coffee Morning, on the 29th September, when dozens of folks
came to help raise funds for this worth-while cause.

Our idea was to encourage curlers along to an informal, relaxing morning,
hopefully introduce non-players to try The Roaring Game, and get on the ice for
some coaching.
During the morning funds were raised by selling tickets, Guess the Height
of the Cake, sales of home-baking and tickets for the raffle prize draw. We also
had a representative from Mary Kay skincare and make-up, who offered lip and
hand-care advice and gave a donation to Macmillan from her sales.
We had an entertaining introduction to warm-up and cool down exercises,
along with hints and tips, from the three RCCC qualified coaches, who freely
gave their time.
All the non-players went on the ice for coaching along with a handful of
curlers. One lady has now joined a club, with a couple of others considering the
Friday afternoon drop-in coaching at Greenacres.
We are extremely grateful to the Curling Rink, who gave us three sheets of ice
free of charge, and the three RCCC coaches, Gordon McIntyre, Jan Howard and
Kenny Hutchison, who helped make it a fun and informative time.
At the end of our Macmillan event we had raised just shy of £800; a
wonderful achievement!
Greenacres Ladies Branch committee would like to thank all who helped
REPORT: ELAINE TELFER, GREENACRES LADIES BRANCH, PAST PRESIDENT
on the day, donated baking and raffle prizes and, of course, all those who
PHOTO: SUPPLED BY ELAINE TELFER
attended.

DO YOU WANT TO BE PART OF THE NEXT YOUR CURLER?
Complete our online form by...

DECEMBER 15

TH

2017

Visit the RCCC website or click >>
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DAT
COMPETITIONS
COMPETITIONS
for yourES
& EVENTS& EVENTSDIARY

14 20
ND
TH 2RD
923 14
TH

NOV

Simply click on the dates for more information.
1st - 3rd December

SCOTTISH CURLING JUNIOR

CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFIERS
Dewars Centre, Perth
9th December

ASHAM UNDER 14 SLAM – PERTH
Dewars Centre, Perth

- DE

C

15th - 18th December

ASHAM UNDER 21 SLAM – LOCKERBIE
JUNIOR INTERNATIONAL

Lockerbie Ice Rink, Lockerbie
28th - 29th December

ASHAM UNDER 17 SLAM – FORFAR
Forfar Indoor Sports, Forfar

14th - 17th December

GOLDLINE SCOTTISH CURLING TOUR
– DUMFRIES INTERNATIONAL
Dumfries Ice Bowl, Dumfries

DO YOU WANT TO BE PART
OF THE NEXT YOUR CURLER?

Complete our online form by...

DECEMBER 15

TH

2017

Visit the RCCC website or click >>
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GET YOUR TICKETS FOR THE WORLD JUNIOR
CURLING CHAMPIONSHIP, ABERDEEN, 2018
There’s now less than three months to go until the World Junior Curling Championship, at Curl Aberdeen, in March 2018. Tickets
are selling fast, and we’d love to take this further opportunity to encourage all sports fans to show their support for the world’s
best young curlers. Tickets are on sale now through EventBrite; there are a number of free child spots for all sessions, so get in
quick!
Scotland’s current Junior Champion, Sophie Jackson, spent the morning of November 7th, putting local school kids, from Hazlehead Primary, through
their paces, at the official launch event, held at Curl Aberdeen. Sophie enjoyed giving the children just a flavour of what it takes to succeed at world level.
The 21-year-old said:

“

“

		
This is really exciting for Aberdeen, the facilities are brilliant and Scotland has such a strong curling heritage. I got involved
through the ‘Curling’s Cool’ programme, a school programme run by the RCCC, it’s taken me all around the world, I’ve met
my best friends through curling, here and abroad, it’s such a great sport to be involved in and I absolutely love it
We hope the Championship will leave a fantastic sporting legacy, not just for Aberdeen, but the whole of Scotland.
We are delighted that accountancy and business advisory firm Johnston Carmichael, are on board as principal sponsors. We are certain this partnership
will help deliver an outstanding World Junior Curling Championship, 2018.
The Local Organising Committee of the WJCC2018 would appreciate any support from companies and individuals in the area and have a range of
sponsorship and partnership opportunities available. For more information, contact Peter Carry on 07833 479320 or email peter.carry@yahoo.co.uk  
PICTURES FROM THE WJCC LAUNCH EVENT

TO PURCHASE YOUR TICKETS
FOR THE EVENT, CLICK HERE >>
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INCLUSIVE CURLING NEWS
The newly developed Advanced Wheelchair Curling Course
was recently held at Braehead with British Paralympic Coach
Sheila Swan, supported by tutors Aileen Neilson and Michael
McCreadie.
The feedback’s been really positive:

“
“

“
“

		
		

Great format on and off ice, including lots of
equipment to try

		
		
		

Excellent course and very well presented, good level
of content and a good progression from the
intermediate course

We look forward to growing opportunities for wheelchair users in curling and the advanced course has allowed coaches to access top level coaching
techniques which will then be passed onto our clubs and grassroots curlers, helping to raise the bar.
British Paralympic Coach Sheila Swan and Braehead Coach Evelyn Reid recently welcomed four ‘troopers’ from ‘Finding your Feet’ which is a limb
difference/amputation charity to Braehead Curling. All the members enjoyed their session and hopefully more people with a limb difference/amputation
will be encouraged to try curling.
RCCC in conjunction with The Peak have recently held three Inclusive Curling sessions with adults and young people with a range of abilities from
amputee to Autism. For some of these participants, the aim will be to move them into the Junior club to curl alongside their peers. For others, the smaller
session will be more appropriate, with further sessions being organised in the New Year. These sessions have involved participants taking part alongside
a parent/carer or supportive friend and have been well received. If any rink wants to offer similar sessions, please contact Helen Kallow for further
information or advice in running your own Inclusive Curling sessions.
The Multiple Sclerosis charity ‘The MS Society’ is working with a number of rinks to provide specific try curling sessions for people living with MS. If you
know someone with MS, maybe you could encourage them to give curling a try?
A workshop for curlers who are British Sign Language users is being organised for early 2018, anyone else who has not yet indicated their interest is still
welcome to be part of this project to develop new signs, specifically for use in curling. This is being held in conjunction with Heriot-Watt University.

PLEASE CONTACT HELEN KALLOW:
HELEN@ROYALCALEDONIANCURLINGCLUB.ORG

REPORT: HELEN KALLOW
IMAGE: FINDING YOUR FEET, TAKEN AT BRAEHEAD.

TRAINING: MARKING ICE FOR OUTDOOR CURLING
The RCCC’s Grand Match Committee are organising a training
session on Saturday 9th December in Kinross from 10.30-12.00

The session will include learning the techniques for marking the ice with
purpose built equipment, measuring the length of rinks and all relevant
markings.
No previous experience is required, just bring warm and waterproof
clothing (hats, boots and gloves) for being outdoors for a couple of hours.
The session will be led by Jim Paterson and will take place on the outdoor
curling rink in Kinross. The outdoor rink is located across the Muirs Road
from the Green Hotel and is accessed via the lane that leads to the Kinross
Golf Club. There is a car park 50 metres down the lane, behind the bowling
green and the concrete curling rink is adjacent.

Tweet of the Month...

For more like this, follow @rccccurling
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RCCC CURLING CAMPS
Places can now be booked for both our Adult and Summer Camps. This year’s Adult Camp was so popular; we’ve even added an
extra date to cope with demand. These packed residential courses are designed to set your curling season off to a great start, all in
a fun and welcoming environment. Attendees take part in team building exercises, coaching, and tactical to name a few activities.
The feedback from these unique events is consistently and overwhelmingly positive, and we are more than delighted to extend
our adult event this year.
ADULT CAMPS
The RCCC Adult Curling Camp provides an avenue for adult curlers of all levels and abilities to receive coaching at the start of the season in a relaxed,
sociable environment. The weekend offers adult curlers the opportunity to enhance their own game, meet new people and most of all, have fun.
You will take part in workshops in strategy, tactics, sweeping, delivery and balance; along with a chance to analyse, review and develop your performance
led by experts in the sport.
As mentioned, demand is so great, we have two camps this year; both held at North West Castle Hotel and Curling Rink, Stranraer.

CAMP 1 - 12th – 14th October 2018
CAMP 2 - 26th – 28th October 2018

DOWNLOAD THE ADULT CAMP APPLICATION FORM
2018 AND SECURE YOUR PLACE ON ONE NOW>>

RCCC Summer Camp
Bookings are now open for our annual summer camp which is going to be held in Stirling from the 8th -13th July 2018.
This all-inclusive residential week includes a variety of curling sessions which will take place at the Peak, Stirling and will be led by a group of highly
experienced RCCC coaches.
Campers will experience daily curling activities including instruction, drills and games; as well as a variety of indoor and outdoor activities. A programme
itinerary will be sent in advance of the camp to participants. Accommodation will be at Stirling University, where some evening activities will also be held.
RCCC Summer Camp is open to curlers aged 13 to 17 years and allocation is on a first come first served basis. The cost of the week is £485 for RCCC
members (£505 non-members) and a deposit of £100 is required on application.
Closing date for applications is 15th April but places are limited so please book early to avoid disappointment.
Here’s just a taste of some of the fun activities last summer’s campers got up to:

REPORT: AILIDH HOOD
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YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE SUMMER CAMP
APPLICATION 2018 FORM HERE>>
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ASHAM JUNIOR SLAMS CONTESTS

INVERNESS

The 36th year of the former Inverness Junior Curling
International, now the Inverness leg of the Asham Under 21
Slam, was played to a successful conclusion at Inverness Ice Centre over the
weekend. The recent plant upgrade, new floor and refurbished stones ensured
excellent playing conditions over the weekend for the seven teams in both the
boys and girls events.

The junior women’s semi-finals finished early with the results rarely in doubt. A big score
of 3 for Curl Aberdeen’s Team Morrison in the fourth end followed by successive steals
saw Team Dakers offer handshakes at 6-1. Team Davie’s Stirling rink looked comfortable
throughout and led Team Farmer 5-1 at halfway before 7-3 was signed for.
The final was a quality encounter. Team Morrison looked the more comfortable against
defending champion Team Davie who were unable to get a foothold in the early stages. The
opening end was a cagey blank but strong set-up play resulted in a steal of two for Team
Morrison in the second end. Team Davie couldn’t get anything going in the third end and
conceded a second steal to trail 3-0 at halfway. Team Davie got on the board in the sixth end
when forced to a single but Team Morrison returned their lead to 3 in the seventh end and
then hit for home for a 4-1 win and the title.
The junior men’s section played under a single round robin, was well received and
allowed everyone a game with all teams. Team Kinnear got off to a flier with four straight
wins but his loss of the last two and a poor draw shot average cost them dear. Team Craik
proved the most consistent and topped the rankings with a 5-1 record. Team Carson, Team
Baird and Team Kinnear all finished with a 4-2 record so the rankings came down to Draw
Shot Average where Team Baird prevailed and therefore met Team Craik in the final.
The final saw a soft 2 at the first end after an open early miss from Team Craik, with the
second end blanked and a come back of 2 at the third end for Team Baird. The final was
effectively decided in the fourth end; Baird’s front end of Robin McCall and Gavin Barr set
up the end by burying two stones around a corner guard and David Baird and third player
Cameron McNay sealed the deal to post a big three. Team Craik had to gamble from then on
and after giving up a steal of 1 in the seventh end, handshakes were offered at 8-3.
After three events, the top 2 junior women’s teams have earned places at the Glynhill Ladies International, and the top two junior men’s teams have
secured places in the Perth Masters, funded by RCCC.
The next Asham Under 21 Slam is taking place in Lockerbie next month with a few international teams in the mix.

LANARKSHIRE,
GREENACRES

Team Craik underlined their win at Lockerbie with a
second successive Asham Under 17 slam win. With skip,
James Craik, back in the team they topped their section
before putting in some strong performances in the playoff
stages to wrap up the title beating Team McCormack in the
final 6-2.

A new trophy was presented this year to the winners of the low
road. This salver was presented on behalf of Wishaw Curling Club in
memory Scott Lumsden who died last June. Wishaw Curling Club
President, Luke Carson spoke of how Scott had helped junior curling
at Lanarkshire Ice Rink including himself and how he was proud to
present the trophy for the first time. The low road final was a fitting
contest. Buoyed by a score of 5 in end 2, Team MacDiarmid managed
to hold off a Team Gow comeback and seal the win 8-7.
A dramatic final end saw Team Gallacher lift the trophy at the third
Asham Under 17 Slam of the season beating Team Craik in the final
8-7. 24 teams were divided into 6 sections with the group winners heading to the high road and the runners up qualifying for the low road. Teams Craik
and Gallacher won all their group games and qualified directly to the semi-finals. Team Craik controlled their semi-final against Team Jackson and a big
score of 5 saw them complete a 10-1 win early.
Team Gallacher edged past Team MacDiarmid with some crucial steals sealing a 4-2 win. The final saw momentum swing one way and then the other.
Team Gallacher took an early 3-0 lead after 2 ends but a big score of 4 saw Team Craik retake control. The final end saw Team Gallacher 7-5 down and
pushing hard for the steal. They managed to steal a 3 and take the title. The next Asham Under 17 Slam is at Forfar, from 28th-29th of December.
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CURL ABERDEEN

The second Asham Under 14 Slam took place
on Saturday with Team Carson (pictured) from
Dumfries emerging victorious, buoyed on by their team mascot:
Hugo the owl. 14 teams battled it out across 3 sections with four
teams making it to the high road and low road respectively.

After defeating Team McCormack in the semi-finals, the Braehead Rockers
faced Team Carson who had beaten Braehead Slam winners, Team Munro.
Team Carson (Orrin Carson, Logan Carson, Archie Hyslop and Charlie Gibb)
started the final strongly, backing up an opening single with a big steal of 3.
They controlled the final few ends and managed to take home spot. The low
road was won by Team Anderson who similarly overcame Team Chalmers by
stealing 3 ends in a row. There was a great standard of play, sportsmanship and friendship seen across the entire day and we now look forward to the
next slam in Perth.

SKILLS AWARD CHALLENGE
12 teams competed in the RCCC Skill Award Challenge hosted at
Dewars Centre, Perth on Saturday.

All teams played 5 games of 4 ends with teams being divided into High Road,
Middle Road and Low Road after their third game. The four teams qualifying
for the High Road were representing junior clubs from four different ice rinks;
Stranraer, Inverness, Perth and Dundee.
Stranraer 1 and Perth were both victorious in their semi-final games with onesided games. In the final, local lads Euan Glen, Callum Warren, Keir Chalmers
and Dougal Baird struggled to keep up their form against the Stranraer rink of
Harry Glasgow, Logan Hare, Findlay Hare and Rory Dodds. Stranraer 1 displayed
some great shot making, sweeping and communication which helped them to
seal the final win 6-0.
It was a fantastic day with many new faces; there were even a couple of
juniors who were playing their first ever ‘game’! The format meant that all teams
played 20 ends throughout the day and were there until the end, adding to the
atmosphere for the final and presentation stage.

SCOTTISH PROVINCE
CHAMPIONSHIP
It was double Scottish success at Braehead this weekend as
Sophie Jackson triumphed in the girl’s event and Luke Carson
The Scottish Province Championship was contested this year by
22 teams from around the country at Greenacres Curling Rink
from 10th – 12th November.
After a tight group stage, the 8 qualifiers were determined with some
provinces missing out on qualification by a handful of shots. The quarter finals
saw 3 comfortable games with Stirlingshire scoring an early 4 and controlling
Breadalbane in an 8-1 win, Perth and District scored a 3 in the 6th end to
complete a 7-2 win and Angus produced a strong second half to defeat
Renfrewshire 8-3. In the final quarter final, Cupar stole 3 consecutive ends
(including an extra end) to see off North Eastern 8-7 in a tense game.
Cupar’s luck didn’t hold as they came up against a strong Stirlingshire side.
After opening with a score of 2, a steal of 5 effectively ended the contest before a further steal of 3 resulted in an early concession and a final score of 10-0.
Perth & District battled strongly against Angus and single scores were exchanged and the score was 2-2 after 5 ends. A big score of 3 in the 6th end by Perth
& District enabled them to control the final two ends and see out a 6-3 win to make the final.
Following on from their strong semi-final finish, Perth & District bounced back from an early steal of 3
points in the first end and were level with Stirlingshire after 3 ends. Stirlingshire were unable to make effective use
of the hammer and were restricted to scores of 1, but a steal in the 7th end put them 6-5 up with a single end to
play. In the final end, Stirlingshire could not restrict their opponents and a big score of 4 sealed victory for Perth &
District and crowned them Scottish Province Champions for 2017. The winning team was skipped by Kenny Kinnear
along with Robin Brydone, Mike Ferguson and David Brown.
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SCOTS ON TOUR (WCT)

In what proved to be a historic final, Team Mouat triumphed over
Team Kim of Korea to secure their first grand slam title, and the
first ever by a Scottish men’s team. After a 2-2 record in their group,
they assumed the role of ‘giant killer’ in the playoffs. The Scots
defeated 2014 Olympic Gold Medallist, Brad Jacobs in a tiebreaker
before handily seeing off 2016 World Champion Kevin Koe.

A semi-final victory over Manitoba’s Mike McEwen put them into their first
slam final, a feat matched by their opposition. In fact, this marked the first time
any Asian men’s team had reached such a stage and only the second men’s slam
final not involving a Canadian team. The final was initially controlled by the
Koreans who went 3-1 up after 3 ends but Mouat played an excellent tap back in
the 4th end for three points to take the lead into the break. A steal was followed by a 6th end in which Mouat made a superb cross-house double followed
by a runback to force the Koreans to take one. With the pressure building, the Koreans played a tricky draw at the conclusion of the 7th end which wrecked
and left Team Mouat an open hit for 4 and the title, winning 9-4. This amazing run was made all the more extraordinary by Team Mouat only receiving a last
minute invitation to the event as other teams were playing at the European Championships. At 23, Bruce Mouat becomes the youngest male skip to win a
grand slam, Eve Muirhead has the same record for women. This win sees the team net $30,000 and a place in the season-ending grand slam: The Champions
Cup. You can see Team Mouat and their domestic rivals at the next SCT event: The Dumfries Challenger from 14th-17th December.
PHOTO: BRUCE MOUAT

EJCT (BRAEHEAD)

It was double Scottish success at Braehead this weekend as Sophie Jackson triumphed in the girl’s event and Luke Carson won
the boy’s. In a truly international field, Team Jackson topped their group undefeated with 5 wins.

After overcoming two domestic rivals in Teams Morrison and Davie in the quarters and semi finals, a dominant display in the final with a 9-1 win over
Team Witschonke of Switzerland secured the title and finished the weekend undefeated. Lisa Davie and her Stirling team finished the weekend on a high,
winning the 3rd place playoff.
Team Carson were one of 5 Scottish teams in the boy’s playoff stages and they won an all-Scottish quarter final against Team Baird. After a controlled 8-4
semi final win over the Swedish Team Nygren. The final was set against Team Ramsfjell of Norway after their 6-2 win over Ross Whyte. Team Carson took
initiative in the final after a steal of 2 and were able to control the game and secure a 7-5 win.
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